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New England Journal of Entrepreneurship
From the Editors
For those who have had the pleasure of serving as an editor of a referred journal, you know all too well the time and
effort it takes to publish a quality piece time after time. Volunteers can be your lifelines. We are pleased to announce
that we are adding two such “lifelines” to our staff: Christopher Sheehan, Sacred Heart University’s writer and editor
assigned to the President’s Office, and Dr. Joshua Shuart, Assistant Professor of Management in our Sport Management
Program. Thank you both!
In the Spring 2001 issue of NEJE, we interviewed Robert Seliger (“Out on a Limb—and Thriving”). Seliger had
left the relatively secure confines of Hewlett-Packard to start his own firm, Sentillion, Inc., a company dedicated to devel-
oping the means of coordinating and integrating complex applications in the medical technology field.
We asked Rob how Sentillion had done since our interview. His response follows:
We had a terrific year last year but found the first half of this year to be challenging. Like many companies, we
were impacted by the economy and world events. In response to this, we altered our strategy. We did the following:
1. We adjusted our positioning so that our selling process would be less evangelical and more bottom-line ori-
ented. This meant refactoring our existing products so that we could more easily enter sales situations by
leading with products that solve problems that the customer already thinks they have, and then following
with our products that solve problems that customers did not realize they have. In simple terms, we now
lead with the security aspects of our technology as opposed to the integration aspects.
2. We added a services component to our business that allows us more flexibility in customizing our offering.
3. We have reduced our dependence on channel partners to sell for us. To this end, we expanded our existing
direct sales team.
It would appear that our strategy is paying off. We have regained traction with commercial hospitals, and we
recently closed a huge contract with the Department of Veterans Affairs. Several of our products will be installed in all
163 VA hospitals. This deal is worth $10 million to us. (See our web site www.sentillion.com for the press release.)
If there is a message for your readers, it is to pay attention to early warning signs of market changes that could
affect your business. If you are really tuned to your business, odds are you will pick up on these warning signs before
they manifest in a serious manner. It is not unlike seeing the early signs of ill health in a loved one or close friend even
before symptoms appear.
The next trick is to react briskly, but thoughtfully. In our case, we did not drop our business and go do some-
thing else, but rather studied the reasons why sales had become challenging for us and attacked those issues. This can
mean changes that can be hard to swallow, but are necessary. Conversely, if one is blessed with a good team, as I am,
then the changes come more easily. New assignments, reorganizations (but no downsizing), and a shift in priorities for
some people have resulted in a the rapid mobilization of Sentillion in pursuit of our expanded strategy.
It is too early to tell yet just how well this will all pay off, as the fourth quarter is classically our biggest quarter.
I can tell you that we are well on the path to two times revenue growth year-to-year. In contrast, we are only at 120 
percent of sales year to year, with a great shot at ending at 150 percent and, with the push we have on, we might even
achieve 200 percent. Stay tuned!
We hope you enjoy this issue of NEJE, and as always, we encourage your feedback and input.
Dr. Laurence Weinstein Dr. Shawn Blau Christopher Sheehan Dr. Joshua Shuart
Editor in Chief Managing Editor Associate Editor Associate Editor
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